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Volantes Decorating Services
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

The Masters Award

Winner

Dean Gilbert
Presented by 

Robin Ottowa - MPA (NSW) President

President’s Cup 

Winner

Reece O’Sullivan
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Apprentice of the Year

Winner

Karl Underwood
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Host Trainer of the Year

Winner

Love Paint Pty Ltd 
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Regional Commercial Project of the Year

Winner

Terrace Painting Services
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Regional Residential Project of the Year

Winner

BLR Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Regional Project of the Year ACT

Winner

Decorative Solutions Pty Ltd
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Residential Metro Project of the Year 

Winner

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Commercial Metro Project of the Year 

Winner

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2017

Love Paint Pty Ltd 
Presented by 

Justin Bowtell – VALSPAR

Regional Commercial Project of the Year

Winner



This years’ 19th annual Awards for Excellence was 
held on Saturday 21st October at the luxurious 
Sheraton on the Park - an award winning venue for 
our award-winning contractors!

Guests at this most prestigious event in the painting and 
decorating industry enjoyed pre-dinner drinks and canapes 
followed by a sumptuous three-course dinner which 
provided plenty of networking opportunities.

This year world-renowned comedian Vince Sorrenti 
was our Master of Ceremonies, opening the night’s 
proceedings and keeping everyone entertained throughout 
the night.

Therese Lauriola, CEO of the Master Painters Association 
NSW, welcomed guests and thanked sponsors, the 
Board and staff, judges and all those involved in making 
the Awards for Excellence possible. She especially 
thanked Valspar, which has been a Platinum Sponsor of 
Master Painters NSW for many years, Oldfields, Sikkens, 
Hammerite, Mirka, Dynamic, Botany Access, CBUS, MGA 
Insurance and Paintback for sponsoring the pre-dinner 
drinks and canapes. 

Without such loyal industry supporters, nights like this 
would not be possible.

Therese then welcomed representatives from Master 
Painters New Zealand and Master Painters ACT and QLD, 

along with TAFE teachers and the Owners Corporation 
Network. 

The Master Painters Association congratulates all the 
winners, finalists and highly commended achievers on their 
professionalism and dedication to our industry. This year’s 
entries were the most difficult to judge in the history of the 
Awards, with unprecedented levels of workmanship. 

The major winners of this year's competition should be 
really proud of their achievements. They are a credit to 
themselves. The hard work and hours they have put 
into their projects will undoubtedly be rewarded with the 
recognition and sense of achievement from winning such 
prestigious awards.

Thank you all for attending the 2017 Awards for 
Excellence. We look forward to seeing you in 2018!
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2017 
Awards for
Excellence  

Judges
A big thank you 
goes to the 2017  
Judging Panel of:

Matthew Page
Pat Shields
Mark Roia

Sean Alexander

Feature Story

3 Colours Painting Services Pty Ltd 
A Aust John's Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd  
Anton Hartley Colour City Painting 
BLR Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd 
Chriman Pty Ltd 
CPR Group Australia 
Decorative Solutions Pty Ltd 
Flood Painting Services 
G.RA Hill Painting Pty Ltd 
Images Designer Finishes 
JR Complete Painting 
Krete Painting 
Love Paint 
McMahon Painting Pty Ltd 
Men In White Painting Services 
Modern Decor Sydney 
Modern Painting Group Pty Ltd 
Nick Painter & Decorator 
Ol-Painting 
Omega Industries 
Pro-Asset Painting 
Maintenance Pty Ltd 
Programmed Property Services 
Project Coat 
Proshield Pty Limited 
Recreate Painting & Decorating 
Robertson’s Painting & Decorating 
SS Painting & Decorating 
Summit Coatings 
Talbot’s Services 
Timeframe Group Pty Ltd 
Tony Isgrove’s Paint & Decorate 
Volantes Paint & Decorate 
Whiteys Painting & Maintenance 
Zest Painting

Finalists

Awards forExcellence 2017
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HIGHLY COMMENDED A wards 
With the standard so high and the scoring so close,  
the Judges awarded Highly Commended Awards in  
the following categories:

 CATEGORY Timber Finishes – Over $50,000 
  Krete Painting 
 Project James Craig Rd, Rozelle

 CATEGORY Timber Finishes – Over $90,000 
  Modern Decor Sydney Pty Ltd  
 Project Coolawin Rd, Northbridge

 CATEGORY Residential (Single Dwelling) New Work – Under $20,000 
  Images Designer Finishes 
 Project Sargent St, Oran Park

 CATEGORY Residential (Single Dwelling) New Work – Over $50,000 
  Chriman Pty Ltd  
 Project Bruhn Circuit, Kellyville

 CATEGORY Residential (Single Dwelling) Repaint – Under $20,000  
  Whiteys Painting & Maintenance 
 Project Parkview Ave, Picnic Point

 CATEGORY Residential (Single Dwelling) Repaint – Over $20,000 
  A Aust Johns Painting & Decorating Pty Ltd 
 Project Carrington Rd, Wahroonga

 CATEGORY Residential (Single Dwelling) Repaint – Over $100,000   
  3 Colours Painting Services Pty Ltd 
 Project Central Ave, Mosman

 CATEGORY Heritage & Restoration (Residential) Regional 
  Under $20,000 
  Love Paint 
 Project Mann St, Armidale

 CATEGORY Heritage & Restoration (Residential) – Over $20,000 
  Flood Painting Services 
 Project Mrs Macquarie Chair, Sydney

 CATEGORY Heritage & Restoration (Residential) – Over $50,000 
  Robertson’s Painting & Decorating 
 Project Wolseley St, Drummoyne

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) New Work 
  Krete Painting 
 Project Brissenden Ave, Collaroy

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) Repaint – Under $200,000  
  Project Coat Pty Ltd 
 Project Old South Head Rd, Rose Bay

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) Repaint – Over $200,000 
  Robertson’s Painting & Decorating 
 Project Billyard Ave, Elizabeth Bay

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) Repaint - Over $350,000 
  Pro-Asset Painting Maintenance Pty Ltd 
 Project Bennelong Park Way, Wentworth Point

 CATEGORY Multi-unit (Residential) Repaint – Under $400,000 
  Robertson’s Painting & Decorating 
 Project Brook St, Coogee
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Feature Story

Volantes Decorating 
Services

THE MASTERS AWARD

 
This project achieved a 
fantastic overall visual 
effect, through quality 
finishes and a graduated 
monochromatic colour 
system. Bespoke touches, 
like the hand-painted 
ceiling, really set this 
project apart.

Decorative Solutions 
Pty Ltd

RESIDENTIAL METRO 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR 2017

 
This project excelled 
thanks to a highly-
professional finish that 
was marked by incredible 
technical competence and 
expertise. The excellent 
use of light and shadow 
created an even and 
visually-stunning finished 
product. 

CPR Group Australia 
Pty Ltd

COMMERCIAL METRO 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR 2017

 
Excellent cutting in 
between corporate 
colours on the exterior of 
this hotel. Good uniformity 
of colour and opacity. 
Great result and visual 
appeal produce a smart 
overall effect.

Awards forExcellence 2017
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Love Paint Pty Ltd  

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR 2017

 
This project demonstrated very 
professional finishes. The epoxy 
floor coating was uniform, and 
all structure steel and metal 
work were glossy, fresh and 
sharp. It combined architectural 
and industrial coatings to great 
effect.

Terrace Painting 
Services  

REGIONAL RESIDENTIAL 
PROJECT OF THE YEAR 2017

 
To preserve the look of the 
former ‘Rectory’, Terrace 
Painting Services paid 
particular attention to the 
preparation, plastering and 
repairs. This allowed for the 
application of high-level finishes 
on this historic home. 

BLR Painting & 
Decorating Pty Ltd  

RESIDENTIAL PROJECT  
OF THE YEAR ACT

 
What set this project apart was 
the incredible attention to detail 
displayed by the painter. This 
care was displayed through the 
filling and preparing of surfaces, 
which ensured a quality finish 
by a master craftsman.
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Feature Story

THE AWARDS IN Detail

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REGIONAL NEW WORK UNDER $20,000

BLR Painting & Decorating 
Pty Ltd
Thurgoona Residence

This was a high-standard paint project, 
achieved through attention to detail and 
painstaking surface preparation. This 
care was evidenced in the lack of roller or 
cutting-in marks throughout the property. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK UNDER $20,000 
 
Whiteys Painting & 
Maintenance
Picnic Point Residence

This project was marked by an incredibly 
even finish on all surfaces. The cutting-in 
was neat and precise, and this level of care 
throughout has come together to provide 
an entirely uniform finished product. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REGIONAL NEW WORK OVER $30,000

Love Paint
Armidale Residence

This project had an amazing overall 
effect. Accurate trimming allowed a sharp 
contrast of colours, which gives the house 
personality. The uniformity of the sheen 
contributes to an outstanding overall effect. 

Awards forExcellence 2017

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK UNDER $100,000

Decorative Solutions Pty Ltd
Cronulla Residence

The finishes throughout this residence were 
absolutely flawless. The cutting was straight, 
which shows incredible attention to detail 
and the workmanship was impressive. This 
was a real pleasure to judge. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK OVER $100,000 

Chriman Pty Ltd
Turramurra Residence

The modern and classic features of this 
building have been accentuated by a 
brilliant richness in colour, as well as 
evenness and accuracy. The trimlines were 
particularly impressive and truly beautiful. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK OVER $200,000

Talbot’s Services
Chiswick Residence

This was an enormous project, with both 
internal and external works carried out 
on multiple levels. The craftsmanship and 
care was impressive throughout, and the 
painter’s consistency was particularly noted.



RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
NEW WORK OVER $350,000

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Bellevue Hill Residence

Everything on this project was built from 
scratch, and the painters honoured that 
effort with an emphasis on achieving high-
level finishes and creating a consistent 
visual effect. The finished product was 
spectacular. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $10,000

Tony Isgrove’s Paint 
& Decorate
Glebe Residence

This project benefited from excellent 
workmanship. This produced an even finish 
throughout the property, which creates a 
pleasing and smooth overall effect and a 
mark of attention to detail. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $30,000

Recreate Painting 
& Decorating
Mosman Residence

This project exhibited a very professional 
finish. The overall visual was an exciting 
blend, at times neat and warm, while 
still being sharp and dramatic enough to 
maintain interest. Impressive versatility in 
techniques. 

The Awards for Excellence embody the highest standard in trade craftsmanship and 
professionalism as demonstrated by painters and decorators across New South Wales. 

With such high quality entries, the judges had some tough choices to make this year.
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RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $50,000

Summit Coatings Pty Ltd
Newport Residence

This project benefited enormously from 
the contractor’s focus on preparation. 
This focus was matched by an excellent 
technique that gave the property an elegant 
finish and impressive overall effect with 
uniform colours. 

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $80,000

Proshield Pty Ltd
Cremorne Point Residence

This job was completed to the highest 
standards of professionalism. The cutting-
in was seamless, and every surface was 
blemish-free and finished to a uniform 
standard. This all combined for a flawless 
paint job.

RESIDENTIAL (SINGLE DWELLING) 
REPAINT UNDER $100,000

McMahon Painting Pty Ltd
Wentworth Falls Residence

The contractor was able to deliver great 
curb appeal to this property. Excellent 
workmanship and high-quality finishes 
came together to give the residence a neat 
finish that suits the style of the house. 
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HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) UNDER $20,000

Timeframe Group Pty Ltd
Coogee Residence

The contractor cut no corners in preparing 
this property for painting. The ceilings, 
woodwork, doors and frames were all 
stripped back, and this attention to detail 
paid off in a stunning finished product. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) OVER $20,000

Talbot’s Services
Birchgrove Residence

This project featured premium finishes 
throughout to restore the heritage features 
of this stately building. The final product 
was elegant and eye-catching, with the 
colour palette perfectly suited to the mood 
of the home. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) OVER $260,000

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Woolahra Residence

This contractor respected the history of 
the property by carrying out extensive 
preparatory work. The level of detail on 
the 90 year old cedar front door was 
particularly impressive, as were the neat 
finishes throughout. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) REGIONAL OVER 
$20,000

G.RA Hill Painting Pty Ltd
Anambah Residence

This project was completed with immense 
care and pride. The main entrance has 
been lovingly restored, thanks to excellent 
preparation and high-quality techniques. A 
beautiful and respectful restoration. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) OVER $200,000

3 Colours Painting Services
Darlinghurst Residence

This property required considerable skill 
and preparation to restore, due to its scale 
and mix of materials. The contractor was 
able to transform the property, while still 
retaining its classic features and visual 
appeal.

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(RESIDENTIAL) REGIONAL UNDER 
$50,000

Terrace Painting Services
Patterson Residence  

To preserve this former ‘Rectory,' the 
contractor had to engage in extensive 
preparations, including plastering and 
repairs. Expert finishes were required to 
ensure the historic home was restored to 
its former grandeur.

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2017



HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) UNDER $20,000

Project Coat Pty Ltd
Kirribilli Project

This project required high levels of 
preparation and technical ability. The 
curved elevation and the bell tower have 
been expertly restored, and the entire 
building has been given a new lease on life. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) UNDER $50,000

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Sussex St Project

This project demonstrated excellent 
technical capabilities, especially in dealing 
with the peculiarities of a heritage building. 
The finished product exhibited completely 
uniform colouring and even finishes. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) OVER $20,000

Programmed Property 
Services
Tram Project

This project featured perfectly balanced 
colour contrasts. The glossy, solid finish 
accentuates the metal components of the 
tram without ever being distracting. This 
project required expert knowledge of how 
to balance colour. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) REGIONAL UNDER 
$50,000

Anton Hartley Colour City 
Painting Pty Ltd
Orange Project

The contractor was able to demonstrate 
perfect opacity and surface coverage 
while navigating the difficult cutting-
in process when working with render 
and brick. The overall work was of an 
incredible standard. 

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) UNDER $150,000

Talbot’s Services
Macquarie St Project

This project was completed with 
impeccable preparation, care and expert 
techniques. Attention was paid to protecting 
the sandstone walls and slate floors, as 
well as stripping back the traditional timber 
features.   

HERITAGE & RESTORATION 
(COMMERCIAL) OVER $200,000

Modern Painting Group
King St Project

This project was incredibly complex, and 
MPG excelled. They used a four to five 
coat paint system to restore the historic 
building and displayed great adaptability in 
satisfying the needs of various architects 
and builders.
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DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(RESIDENTIAL) UNDER $5,000

Recreate Painting & 
Decorating
Mosman Residence

This house received a beautiful 
redecoration thanks to the expertise of 
the contractor. The defining feature of the 
project was the even colour and texturing 
throughout. This created a uniform and 
thoroughly enjoyable visual. 

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(RESIDENTIAL) OVER $5,000

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Bellevue Hill Residence

The bespoke features of this house truly set 
it apart. The expertly hand painted ceiling 
was perfectly blended with the rest of the 
home, and the consistency of the finish 
created an inviting and calm aesthetic and 
mood. 

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(RESIDENTIAL) UNDER $10,000

Images Designer Finishes
Oran Park Residence

The finish on this residence was 
outstanding. It was able to create a striking 
decorative appeal that enhanced the 
interior atmosphere of the home without 
being overbearing. This was an example of 
balanced decoration. 

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(RESIDENTIAL) OVER $50,000

Images Designer Finishes
Windsor Residence

The decorative finishes throughout the 
home came together to create an air of 
warmth and prestige. This decoration was 
achieved through accurate and expert 
artistic application, commitment to craft 
and expert preparation. 

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(COMMERCIAL) OVER $150,000

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Mascot Project

This decorative finish made excellent use 
of cutting-in to use the corporate colours 
as a design piece. This resulted in excellent 
visual appeal, through the cutting-in and 
the uniform use of colour and opacity. 

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
(COMMERCIAL) UNDER $10,000

Ol-Painting
Pyrmont Project

This project was particularly impressive 
for the contractor’s ability to replicate 
sandstone on the window arcade. The 
replication is indistinguishable from the 
original sandstone nearby, making this an 
excellent example of blending. 

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2017



MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
NEW WORK UNDER $50,000

Talbot’s Services
Freshwater Residence

The contractor completed an impressive 
transformation of this 1960s red brick 
block. With the use of spray painting 
equipment, the block was given a fresh, 
modern new look that has increased its 
street appeal and value. 

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT UNDER $60,000

Robertson’s Painting
Double Bay Residence

This project needed an evenness of 
finishes, and the contractor delivered. 
They were able to implement neat and tidy 
workmanship to deliver a result that has 
freshened up the block and increased curb 
appeal and value.  

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
NEW WORK OVER $100,000

Modern Painting Group
Balmain Residence

The group expertly navigated the blend of 
old and new that characterised this building 
and provided the owners with sharp, 
clean finishes. These finishes combined to 
generate a beautiful and timeless aesthetic.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT OVER $60,000

Summit Coatings
Manly Residence

The group displayed impressive 
workmanship in their ability to coat the 
large panel walls in a variety of colours, 
while completely avoiding blemishes. The 
finished product was a clean, modern and 
impressive aesthetic. 

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT OVER $150,000

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Wollongong Residence

This project demonstrated impressive 
cutting-in between both surface and 
finishes, which is the mark of a well-
managed project. The end result was a 
quality finish that greatly lifted the exterior 
aesthetic of this block. 

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT UNDER $200,000

3 Colours Painting Services
Darlinghurst Residence

This project required the navigation of some 
difficult materials, as well as the challenges 
that come with heritage buildings. 
The finished product was a stunning 
transformation, that enhanced the visual 
appeal of a grand building. 
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MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT OVER $200,000

Men In White Painting 
Services
Point Piper Residence

This multi-residential block needed a 
clean, neat and sharp finish and the group 
provided this on the back of high-level 
professionalism and workmanship. The 
end result was transformative and hugely 
appealing.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT OVER $350,000

Robertson’s Painting 
Services
Manly Residence

This was a large project, consisting of two 
terraces and a rear seven storey tower. 
Despite the scale, the team completed 
the project with blemish-free surfaces, 
uniformity and excellent light and dark 
colour balance.

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT UNDER $400,000

3 Colours Painting Services
Pyrmont Residence

This project impressed on the back of 
its display of strong technical capability 
through the implementation of quality and 
difficult finishes. The attention to detail 
was also impressive and created a uniform 
aesthetic. 

MULTI-UNIT (RESIDENTIAL)  
REPAINT OVER $500,000

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Barton Residence

This project was difficult to complete, 
as many parts of the building were only 
accessible by rope. This didn't deter 
CPR, and the product is a building that 
presents perfectly from all angles, offering 
a wonderful street aspect.

COMMERCIAL NEW WORK  
OVER $200,000

Decorative Solutions Pty Ltd
Kingsford Project

This commercial painting project required 
immense attention to detail. The ceilings 
were given excellent and even finishes 
and the neat cutting-in between surfaces 
created the necessary visual interest for a 
commercial space.

COMMERCIAL NEW WORK  
UNDER $200,000

Modern Painting Group  
Pty Ltd
George St Project

This project required the use of a variety of 
techniques and finishes, with 25 different 
colours used to paint the building over 
five levels. The most impressive aspect 
of the project was delivery within a strict 
timeframe. 

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2017



COMMERCIAL NEW WORK REGIONAL 
UNDER $100,000

Love Paint
Armidale Project

This project was completed with effective 
visual appeal, thanks to the uniform epoxy 
floor coating, glossy metal work and the 
professional finishes on the architectural 
elements. A professionally completed 
commercial space.

COMMERCIAL REPAINT  
OVER $50,000

Project Coat Pty Ltd
Oakhurst Project

This project delivered a fresh, bright visual 
effect thanks to a solid finish created 
by sharp trims between deep and light 
colours. The group demonstrated a 
mastery over a wide range of painting 
techniques and finishes. 

COMMERCIAL REPAINT REGIONAL 
UNDER $50,000

Anton Hartley Colour City 
Painting Pty Ltd
Orange Project

This project benefitted enormously from 
the high attention that was paid to the 
preparation and the detail in the finishes. 
The ability to maintain straight lines when 
cutting-in to render and brick work were 
also commended.

DIFFICULT ACCESS UNDER $300,000

Men In White Painting 
Services
Point Piper Residence

This project required tremendous skill and 
imagination to overcome the challenge 
of a steep block of land almost entirely 
covered by the building. The contractor 
pulled through and delivered a fresh and 
even finish.

DIFFICULT ACCESS OVER $500,000

CPR Group Australia Pty Ltd
Newcastle Residence

The paintwork on this high-rise building 
in the heart of Newcastle could only be 
completed by rope access. This required 
extensive coordination with residents and 
building management and expert project 
management.

DIFFICULT ACCESS OVER $1,500,000

Programmed Property 
Services
Mascot Project

Thanks to high-class project management 
and skilled painters, the contractor was 
able to expertly paint the signs suspended 
over a railway crossing and a freeway using 
lifting platforms and abseiling techniques.
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TIMBER FINISHES UNDER $5,000

G.RA Hill Painting Pty Ltd
Bolwarra Heights Residence

This project exhibited meticulous 
workmanship. The straight lines on the 
staircase were a telling example of the skill 
and attention to detail of the painting team. 
The result was a truly elegant design piece 
for the property. 

TIMBER FINISHES UNDER $10,000

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Kirribilli Residence

This project resulted in a glorious timber 
finish. The end product was achieved 
through a 5-coat system applied after 
thorough preparation, even finishes and 
master craftsmanship. A beautifully warm 
entry to the property.

WALLCOVERINGS UNDER $3,000

Recreate Painting & 
Decorating
Pitt St Project

This wallcovering delivered on all fronts. It 
was perfectly placed, featured incredible 
pattern symmetry and lifted the entire 
office space. This all came together to 
provide a beautiful visual appeal and 
overall effect. 

WALLCOVERINGS UNDER $10,000

Decorative Solutions Pty Ltd
Strathfield Residence

This skilful wallpaper application gave this 
staircase and landing entrance an entirely 
new and striking dimension. The attention 
to detail was impressive, and the intricate 
designs were essential to the overall effect 
of the piece. 

WALLCOVERINGS UNDER $80,000

Proshield Pty Limited
Cremorne Point Residence

The contractors were able to deliver an 
impressive aesthetic and overall effect with 
this professional application of wallpaper to 
four feature walls. The team took extreme 
care to perfect the joining and cutting of 
the paper. 

WALLCOVERINGS UNDER $20,000

Talbot’s Services
Chiswick Residence

The application of this wallpaper took 
considerable skill and technical ability. 
As the covering was made from silk, the 
applicators had to take extreme care not to 
damage the fragile material or the final look.

Feature Story Awards forExcellence 2017



WALLCOVERINGS OVER $80,000

Modern Painting Group
Castlereagh St Project

This wallpaper covering demonstrated high-
quality workmanship, artistry and attention 
to detail. The individual art pieces were 
unique and gave the installation a real point 
of difference. A beautiful finished product. 

INDUSTRIAL FINISHES REGIONAL 
OVER $70,000

Love Paint
Armidale Airport Project

This industrial finish project has given the 
airport a stylish and welcoming entry point. 
The contractors worked with impressive 
uniformity and managed to deliver within 
the timeframe and without any blemishes.

INDUSTRIAL FINISHES  
OVER $400,000

3 Colours Painting Services
Pyrmont Residence

The contractors displayed incredible 
technical capability in this project. The 
impressive finishes gave the building a 
beautiful exterior aspect by highlighting its 
most impressive architectural features and 
design points. 

COLOUR DESIGN AWARD 
(RESIDENTIAL)

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Bellevue Hill Residence

The quality hand painted colour scheme 
completely set-off this home. The 
incredible use of a monochromatic 
colour system highlighted the beautiful 
architectural features of the home and 
created a sense of elegance. 

HIGH GLOSS AWARD

Volantes Decorating 
Services
Woolahra Residence

This project's expert use of high gloss paint 
gave the property a beautiful design feature. 
The focus on preparation and attention 
to detail meant that the gloss finish was 
applied perfectly. A beautiful overall effect. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Sydney Paint Stripping
This award recognises the systems and
procedures put in place by a painting and
decorating business in the area of
environmental management and
responsibility 
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Enter Online & Save
Entering your projects online is simple – head 
to www.masterpainters.com.au/entry-form - 
complete all fields – taking note of the above tips 
– and save $10.00 off the normal entry price.1

Project Contract Value
To ensure your project is entered into the correct 
category we need this information. If the contract 
value is not given, the entry will not be eligible.5

3 Permission
You must have permission from the property owner prior to entering the project. MPA needs 
contact details of the owner and any relevant information – for example, they will be away 
from 2nd July to the 15th August – so the judges can schedule a convenient time to visit prior 
to the judging deadline. If we are unable to judge your project due to being unable to contact 
the owner or gain access to the property the entry will be ineligible.

Entries are  
now open  
for 2018…

Top 5 tips when entering the
Awards forExcellence

As the peak industry body for painters and decorators in NSW, our yearly Awards for Excellence provide a 
terrific opportunity for painters and decorators to showcase their skills, gain industry recognition, and benefit 
from promotional and marketing opportunities that stem from the event.  

Whilst MPA has a well-documented Awards Policy & Judging Criteria (which can be found on our website 
(www.masterpainters.com.au) here are some important tips for entering your project into the Awards for Excellence.

Quality Photos 

We use your photos in a number of ways; we use them during the judging 
process, at the Awards Night and more importantly in print and on social media. 
Therefore we need high quality photos to showcase your craftsmanship.  
We require the photos in .jpg format without date and time stamp.2

Description of Project 
This is vitally important so that the judges know exactly what they are judging!  
The more information you provide the more accurate the judge’s scores will be on 
your workmanship. Please read the criteria for entering Difficult Access, Customer 
Service & Environmental Management to ensure your entry is valid.4
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How to Promote Your Award Win

Our heart-felt 
congratulations 
to all winners 
of the 2017 
Master Painters 
Association 
Awards for 

Excellence. Clearly, all your hard 
work and dedication has paid off!

Now is the time to capitalise on your 
award win, by advertising the fact to 
attract new and retain existing clients. 
Here are some simple ways to leverage 
your award win to help your business 
progress to a bigger and brighter 
future.

1. Use the Award Logo

The Awards for Excellence – Winner 
Logo – is an instantly recognisable 
seal of approval that demonstrates you 
are a leader within Australia’s painting 
and decorating industry. As such, you 
should take every opportunity to use 
this logo on all your marketing and 
communication materials, including 
quotes, emails, your website and 
company vehicles, just to name a few.

2. “Award Winning”

As an award winner, you should be 
incorporating the phrases “award 
winning” and “award winner” at 
all times when talking about your 
company. This can be in emails, on 
quotes and in general conversation 
with clients.

3. Use your Office as a Showcase

Featuring your trophy in your main 
office affords two benefits. Not only 
will employees see the trophy as 
thanks and recognition for a job well 
done, clients will also be able to view 
the trophy and recognise you as an 
industry leader.

4. Website

Highlight your achievement on your 
company website. Place the logo 
and pictures of the property that won 
the award prominently on the home 
page of your website, on your awards 
page (if you have one), and add an 
announcement and short profile on 
your blog or news section. If possible, 
add a testimonial from your client as 
well; they are sure to be pleased to 
hear that their property was a winner!

5. Social Media

Be sure to promote your award win 
across all your social media channels, 
from LinkedIn and Facebook, through 
to Instagram and Twitter. Tell the world 
how proud you are to win an award, 
explain why you won the award, thank 
your team for their hard work and 
dedication, and add photos of your 
award-winning work. Be sure to tag 
Master Painters and your client (where 
applicable) in your post.

You may also want to consider 
writing an opinion piece for LinkedIn 
to highlight the importance of your 
achievement, as well as the work that 
earned you this highly sought-after 
accolade. Finally, don’t forget to monitor 
your social media posts and respond to 
any comments with thanks.

These are just a few suggestions 
on how to communicate your 
accomplishment to clients and 
prospective clients. We are sure you 
also have your own ideas about how to 
promote yourself as an award winner 
– we would love to see how you have 
incorporated your award into your 
marketing campaigns!

Success
Your Brush With
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Feature Story

Annabel Lo - Far Left
Trained by: Brushbox Painting Pty Ltd

Annabel is always keen to ask questions and has a 
quiet determination with all practical tasks. Annabel 
handles every job given to her and does it with 
confidence and committment.

Matthew Seymour - Left 
Trained by: Urban Painting

Matthew is a big asset to his Host Trainer, Richard 
Rossetto, and is reliable and consistent with 
completing his tasks both at TAFE and on the job.  
Well done Matthew!

MASTER PAINTERS Apprentice of the Year Awards
Apprentices are nominated by their Host Trainers who also complete a scorecard on their 
performance. MPGTC then request scores from the apprentice's TAFE teachers and then the 
nominated apprentices complete a work and industry quiz to determine the finalists 
and winners. This year we have seen a large increase in the number of apprentices nominated 
by their Host Trainers. The calibre of MPGTC’s Apprentices is something 
MPGTC are very proud of and we are looking forward to their continued success!

APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
 
Reece O'Sullivan
Trained by: O'Sullivans Painting

Reece is a self-starter, keen and 
always willing to learn new skills. He 
communicates well and is turning into an 
excellent tradesman. Well done Reece on 
your big achievement as Apprentice of The 
Year and all the best for your future in the 
industry!

PRESIDENT’S CUP

Dean Gilbert
Trained by: That's The Finish

Dean is an exceptional apprentice. He has 
a willingness to learn and is courteous and 
well mannered. A well deserved recipient of 
this year's President's Cup.

BRUSHBOX PAINTING PTY LTD  
HOST TRAINER OF THE YEAR

Karl Underwood
Karl has always put a huge effort into 
training Master Painters Group Training 
apprentices, he has very high standards 
as a Painter and Decorator and business 
owner and passes on this knowledge 
and skill to our future tradespeople. 
Congratulations Karl on your award as 
Host Trainer of the Year!
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MASTER PAINTERS RECOGNITION AWARD 2017
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Finalists

Winners

FINALISTS 2017

New Apprentices
Gabrielle Cini 
Host Trainer: 
Brushbox Painting Pty Ltd

Angus Morton 
Host Trainer:  
Tony Capomolla 

2nd Year
Benjamin Doganer 
Host Trainer:  
Howard L Slee

Nicholas Wilczynski 
Host Trainer:  
Greg Fitzsimmons

3rd Year
Justin Gasovski
Host Trainer:  
Chriman Pty Ltd

Reece O'Sullivan
Host Trainer: 
O'Sullivan's Painting

Matthew Seymour
Host Trainer: 
Urban Painting

3rd Year
Annabel Lo
Host Trainer:  
Brushbox Painting Pty Ltd

Dean Gilbert 
Host Trainer:  
That's The Finish

OUTSTANDING 2ND YEAR APPRENTICE

Nicholas Wilczynski  
Trained by: Greg Fitzsimmons

Nicholas is a quick learner who is 
achieving great results with his TAFE 
studies. He has a great host trainer in 
Greg Fitzsimmons who is training him 
up well to be a top tradesman.

Award accepted by 
Stephen Genner - Tafe NSW

OUTSTANDING 3RD YEAR APPRENTICE

Reece O'Sullivan 
Trained by: O'Sullivan's Painting

Reece always endeavours to do his 
best and to challenge himself for 
continual improvement both at TAFE 
and with his dad Luke O'Sullivan, who 
is also his Host Trainer with MPGTC.

HIGHLY COMMENDED 2017 WINNERS
With the standard so high and the scoring so close, the Judges awarded Highly Commended Awards in the following categories:

New Apprentice

Angus Morton  
Trained by: Tony Capomolla

Angus has shown outstanding 
qualities; he is very polite, 
respectful and willing to work 
hard and learn new skills. 
Well done on your award 
Angus!

3rd Year Apprentice

Dean Gilbert  
Trained by: That's The Finish

Dean continues to 
demonstrate a real passion 
for his job and the trade and 
is highly respected by his host 
company, That's the Finish.

NEW APPRENTICE

Gabrielle Cini  
Trained by:  
Brushbox Painting Pty Ltd

Gabrielle is a very keen apprentice 
and has such a good attitude and 
committment to her job and studies at 
TAFE. Congratulations Gabrielle, you 
are well on your way to completing 
your goals and ambitions!




